I like these sprayers for basal bark on brush. What I have learned about these sprayers:

- They are easy to use. Fill up with basal bark oil to where the container starts to narrow. Don’t fill all the way. Screw pump back on. Don’t get any grit in there! Wipe off any spills. Pump and spray.
- The seals appear to hold up to mineral oil.
- It does not leak on your hands.
- You can grab it quick for those occasional olive or honeysuckle or …
- A weak point I see is the plastic tip that holds the brass nozzle. See blue arrow in photo below. We broke one so far. It broke in a crowded truck bed. You need to protect the sprayer in vehicle bed, perhaps by putting it in a bucket.
They are easy to learn.
They spray well.
Refill for next person. Keep grit off pump when you unscrew it from the bottle.

They are stored in a plastic bin with the basal bark oil in the Morton, not with the water soluble sprayers in the barn.
They are great for plum thickets where you need to crawl around in the thicket. Wear leather gloves and safety glasses and have fun.
End